
ODE ITC Call – 10/16/2023 
Notes provided by Naja Bailey (META) and Gretchen Martin (ACCESS) 
 
 
Payment Reports - If districts have looked at payment reports from over the weekend, ODE has not 
updated FY24 FTE because they are doing the final runs for the “final-final” or “final #2” payment for 
FY23 FTE.  There shouldn’t be a lot of changes, but there are a few due to appeals and changes in 
Scholarship data.  There will not be any FY24 updates to FTE today.  It is a possibility that finalization of 
FY23 FTE will run into tonight also, so if that’s the case, districts won’t see FY24 updates tomorrow 
either.  Things should be back on track for Tuesday night going into Wednesday morning. 
 
 
FY23 Data Appeals for Graduation and Graduate Cohort Data - An EMIS  Newsflash went out earlier 
today indicating both of these collection appeals opened today, October 16th and will close on Friday, 
October 27th.  A reminder to districts to review their reports to ensure everything looks ok.  Districts can 
file an appeal to get the collection reopened if there are issues, or if there are students the district 
believes are assigned to the wrong cohort.  More details are available on the appeals page.  The 
deadline to submit corrected data in EMIS for approved appeals is November 10th. 
 
 
FY24 Assessment Collections - Three assessment collections are opening on Thursday, October 19th. 

• Fall 3rd Gr ELA and Reading Collection 
• Child Outcome Summary Assessment Collection 
• DPR Growth Assessment Collection 

 
 
FY24S Initial Exiting Student Follow-up Collection -  This collection is set to open this Thursday, October 
19th.  ODE is still finalizing the CTE concentrator appeals and hope to have them resolved this week.  
Both the Follow-Up collection and the Grad collection that just closed use this data.  ODE expects to 
have lists of students in the manifest on Thursday (10/19).  As a reminder, there are two ways to get 
data 

1. In manifest is a Level 2 report which can be generated as a csv and provides a list of all the 
students who are in your cohort.  This report is updated for any changes due to appeals or 
student enrollment.  For students who have exited without a diploma - if they have not shown 
up in the FTE (they have not been successfully reported by a district this year), they will show up 
in the follow-up if they are a Career Tech or Special Ed student.  There will be students who drop 
off once enrollment data is fixed and submitted.  Districts have about 6 weeks remaining to 
correct enrollment information.  

2. The Flat File format is in the Files tab to download.  The file is issued in the beginning with all 
students on it, then new files are issued for students who are added or dropped .If the district 
doesn’t drop those students, the record will result in a fatal error on subsequent submissions 
and can be ignored.   
 

 
Q & A 
Q:  In the past, a large portion of the file was done manually.  Did this improve this year or is it still being 
done manually?  Should we be checking for this file on a regular basis?  Last year we only received twice 
before the appeal opened. 



A:  The Level 2 file in the data collector is updated automatically.  However, the flat file in the Files tab is 
done manually.  It was only ever our intent to do the pre-open file a couple of times.  The plan is to 
update the flat file once per week, but the district would only receive a file if a student was added or 
dropped. 
 
Q: Chg 24-34 for reporting related services states "For students reported with Disability Condition 
option 05–Speech and Language Impairments, program code 215013–Speech and Language Services is 
not reported."  Question is will it hurt to report it for these students? 
A:  Please send this to the help desk so we can submit it to the business office for clarification. 
 

 

REMINDER:   We still need someone to assist Gretchen in taking ODE ITC Call notes when Nāja retires in 
December.  Please reach out to Melissa Hennon if interested. 

  
Upcoming Call Schedule 
Monday, October 30 – ODE ITC Call 
Wednesday, November 8 – ODE Change Call CANCELLED 
 


